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Renowned author Rachel Pollack has spent more than forty years studying and practicing Tarot.
This insightful guide distills her vast knowledge and offers a direct, accessible approach to
mastering the cards.This book will teach you the meanings of the cards and enable you to begin
doing compelling readings right away. More seasoned readers will find that this basic reference
has a richness and depth that will call you back again and again to discover your own truth within
the cards.Find new descriptions and divinatory meanings with a modern twistLearn not only
what each card signifies, but how to discover what it means to youEnhance your understanding
of the cards with information about numbers, elements, astrology, and KabbalahTry the unique
spreads inspired by each Major Arcana cardUnderstand Tarot's rich history, including Eden
Gray's immense influence



About Rachel PollackRachel Pollack is a poet, an award-winning novelist, a world authority on
the modern interpretation of Tarot cards, and a Tarot card artist. Her novel Godmother Night won
the 1997 World Fantasy Award. Unquenchable Fire, her earlier novel, won the Arthur C. Clarke
Award.Her more than thirty books include twelve books on the Tarot, including Seventy-Eight
Degrees of Wisdom, often called “the bible of Tarot readers,” and she is the creator of the
Shining Tribe Tarot. Her books have been published in fourteen languages. Rachel lives in New
York’s Hudson Valley.
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IntroductionOver the nearly forty-five years of my work with Tarot, people often have asked me
how I discovered the cards. To tell the truth, I have learned so much from the cards—spiritual
teachings, occult history, psychology, ancient and modern wisdom—it often seems as if the
cards discovered me. Or maybe they revealed themselves to me when I was ready to receive
them.It happened this way: in early 1970 I was teaching English literature at a college in far
northern New York, a very cold place. When a fellow teacher offered to read my Tarot cards if I
gave her a ride home, I thought it sounded like a fun idea. I don’t remember anything we
discussed or what cards came up, only that the cards, and the book my friend used with them,
absolutely fascinated me. I knew I had to have them. After some searching in New York City and
Montreal, I found both. Of course, this was long before Internet searches, and it was also just
before Tarot experienced a great surge in popularity—one that continues to the present day.I
want to say something about that book. It was called The Tarot Revealed, and it was by a woman
named Eden Gray (isn’t that a wonderful name?). The book seemed very simple: a picture and a
short text for each card, with instructions on reading, but Gray knew her subject—knew it deeply,
with all its hidden wonders—and her book, like the cards themselves, contained far more than it
seemed. Around the start of this new century I had the great good fortune to meet Eden Gray. At
the age of ninety-six, she was the guest of honor at a large Tarot conference in Chicago. When
she was introduced, the entire audience rose to its feet in a great ovation.For you see, Eden
Gray was really the mother of modern Tarot. She told us in Chicago how she had owned a
metaphysical bookstore in New York in the 1950s and ’60s, and people would ask her for a basic
book to learn the cards. She didn’t find any, she said, and so she wrote one herself. A few years
ago, for a year-long course I was teaching, I decided to trace the history of each card’s
interpretation. A writer named Paul Huson had compiled lists of early meanings, and I thought it
would be valuable to see how ideas about the cards have evolved. I noticed something strange.
Some of the modern meanings most readers took for granted did not appear in older
commentaries, not even A. E. Waite, whose “Rider Pack” we all followed (for more on this deck,
see below). So where did they come from? Finally, I realized: Eden Gray. I also might mention
that Gray was the person who first described the Tarot as “the Fool’s Journey.”I mention all this
because I like to think that this book revives Eden Gray’s tradition—a work that is short, direct,
yet backed by deeper knowledge and awareness. A work that may open a door or two into
Tarot’s vast and wonderful storehouse of wisdom and secrets. It is my hope that anyone can use
this book to read Tarot—and, in fact, can use it right away—but also will find it worth returning to
again and again as they themselves become masters of Tarot.When Eden Gray wrote, and
when I began to teach and write about Tarot, we Tarotists believed certain things about the cards
that modern research has shown to be historically wrong. For example, most people thought that
ordinary playing cards come from the Tarot—a sort of simplified version without the heavily
symbolic set of picture cards we now call the Major Arcana. In fact, playing cards came into
Europe from North Africa, probably via the Crusaders (not the Gypsies) around the end of the
fourteenth century. The earliest known Tarot decks appeared some forty to fifty years later,



around 1430, in northern Italy, in Ferrara or Milan. To this day, Italian decks are often the most
beautiful, the most elegant.What, then, is a Tarot deck? Simply put, it consists of seventy-eight
cards in two parts, the Major Arcana—arcana is Latin for secrets—and the four suits of the Minor
Arcana. The names of the suits vary, but the most common are Wands, Cups, Swords, and
Pentacles. The Majors, also called trumps (from trionfii, Latin for triumph), are named and
numbered from 0 (the Fool) to 21 (the World), while each suit consists of the same structure, ace
through ten, plus four court cards: page, knight, queen, and king.Modern historians believe, with
a good deal of evidence, that the Major Arcana, with its provocative images and titles such as
Empress or Devil, did not originally symbolize a secret occult or magical teaching but instead
represented the spiritual viewpoint of its time, the early Renaissance. Then, in 1781, something
remarkable happened. Two French Freemasons and scholars of the occult, Antoine Court de
Gébelin and Count de Mellet, published essays on the Tarot in volume eight of Court de
Gébelin’s massive history of occult ideas, Le Monde Primitif (“The Primitive World”). Together,
they outlined a system of ideas and symbols that saw the Tarot as based on Egyptian teachings
and the twenty-two letters of the Hebrew alphabet, long believed to have mystical
meaning.These ideas developed all through the nineteenth century until they culminated in a
vast synthesis of Tarot, Hebrew letters, Christian mysticism, Pagan gods, astrology, and ritual
put together by a secret society of magicians known as the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn.
For the Golden Dawn, the Tarot is both a grand repository of all knowledge, divine as well as
human, and a way to raise yourself to a higher level of being. The original Golden Dawn lasted
only some fifteen years, but its influence continues today, as strong as ever.We do not actually
need to study all of this to work with the Tarot, but it is there, supporting us, even if we don’t know
it. When we read cards, we are, in a sense, putting a great mystical tradition to practical use in
our lives.One of the members of the original Golden Dawn—for a while its leader—was a
mystical scholar named Arthur Edward Waite. In the first decade of the twentieth century, Waite
decided to create what he called a “rectified” Tarot, one that would embody the symbolic wisdom
of the Golden Dawn and his own ideas and insights. To bring his concepts into reality, he hired
another Golden Dawn member, a painter, illustrator, and set designer named Pamela Colman
Smith, known to her friends as Pixie. (Here’s a curious bit of Tarot history: both Waite and Smith
were born in Brooklyn, NY, and so was I.)The deck they created, called the Rider (for its original
publisher) or Rider-Waite or RWS (for Rider-Waite-Smith), is the one featured in this book. It is
by far the most popular Tarot deck in the world, something that probably would have shocked
both Waite and Pixie. What made it such a success was the appearance of people and scenes
on the numbered cards of the Minor Arcana. In older decks, the suit cards resemble ordinary
playing cards. That is, the Four of Swords simply showed four swords on a white background,
the Seven of Cups seven cups, etc. In the Rider we see people doing things like moments in a
story. The result is a kind of kaleidoscope of life experiences. While the Major Arcana represents
large principles, the Minor cards give us a more immediate sense of challenges and victories,
sorrows and joys.Though this book, like almost all Tarot books, describes the cards in order, the



deck is meant to be shuffled, so that we constantly rearrange it, constantly create new
possibilities. And even though we assign meanings to each card, its true power really comes
alive when we see it in answer to a question in a reading. Thus the Tarot, and what we can learn
from it, is truly inexhaustible. The meaning of the Lovers seems clear when we ask “What can I
expect from this relationship?” (good news!), but suppose it comes up in answer to the question
“How should I approach the meeting with my boss?” (It’s probably not telling you to seduce him.)
In this book I have tried to guide you into the cards with information about the symbolism and
meaning of each one. The best way to learn the Tarot, however, is to use it.Some people believe
you should never try to read the cards until you have gone through the book, studied it, even
memorized the meanings of all seventy-eight pictures, both upright and reversed. Others believe
you shouldn’t even look at the explanations in a book until you have explored the cards on your
own, guided by sensitivity and intuition. Whatever approach works for you is the one you should
follow. However, here is what I did: I got the deck and I got Eden Gray’s book, and I read the
instructions for laying out a reading. For each card, I would set it down, consider it, then look it up
in the book. Rather than read through the descriptions ahead of time and try to remember them,
I got to know the cards in practice. In the process I did readings, mostly for my friends, that
astonished both me and them with what the cards revealed.At the same time that I checked the
book for each card, I did not hesitate to go beyond what any book described if my intuition told
me it was something different. I gave myself this freedom for two reasons. First, the descriptions
were basic, and clearly we need to adapt them to each situation. Second, I could see just
looking at the cards that they contained whole worlds of wisdom beyond what any book could
explain.So, if you wish to read through this book before you read the cards, by all means do so.
And if you want to find your own way through the pictures before you venture past the
introduction, go ahead. And if you want to start reading the cards right away, with the deck in one
hand and this book in the other, I invite you to start.You will notice that each of the sections on
the Major Arcana contains a description of the card and its symbolism, a set of upright and
reversed meanings (reversed just means that when you turn a card face up, the picture appears
upside down), and then, perhaps a little unusually, a spread, or layout, inspired by each card.
Each Major card really presents its own unique view of the world, so that when we do one of
these readings (using the whole deck) it’s as if we ourselves become the Magician or the
Empress or the Fool asking about magic or passion or foolishness in our lives. Some of these
spreads first appeared in my book Tarot Wisdom, but they go back much further. Many were
created for a year-long course I taught called “Becoming a Reader,” but really, they come from
my more than forty years reading—and playing—with the Tarot.For nearly half a century I have
worked with the Tarot, read it, thought about it, studied and played with it. After all this time, I can
say one thing with certainty: we will never come to the end of it. The Tarot grows and changes as
we grow and change. Let the Tarot discover you so that you may discover yourself in the cards.
[contents]



TheMajor ArcanaThe Major Arcana is what makes Tarot Tarot. This is true both as a simple fact
—we define Tarot as a deck with four suits and the twenty-two cards of the Major Arcana—and
on deep levels of meaning. No one knows exactly when people started to tell fortunes with
ordinary playing cards, but I suspect the practice probably goes back almost to the introduction
of cards, since just about every device or game people use for gambling also gets used in
divination (and many other things, of course; no one gambles with bird entrails or the holes in
cheese, both of which have been used for divination). Reading cards, then, is not something
unique to Tarot. But when we read with Tarot it’s the Major Arcana that gives our readings layers
of understanding beyond the simple answers to our questions. In fact, this is true even if no
Major Arcana cards happen to show up in the reading, for in the Tarot the Minor Arcana cards
resonate with the symbolic ideas of the Majors.The first card sets with “triumphs,” or trumps, the
original name for the Major Arcana, appeared around 1430 in Italy. As described in the
introduction, people have long argued over whether those first trumps formed some kind of
secret doctrine and, if so, what that doctrine might be. The fact is, it doesn’t matter. If the trumps
did not originally portray Egyptian teachings or the Jewish mystical tradition known as Kabbalah,
they have always carried spiritual messages. With such figures as a female pope (the High
Priestess in modern decks), alchemist Hermits, with angels (Temperance, the Lovers) and a
Devil, or death and resurrection (Judgement), they invite us to look at our own lives, and the
world around us, in meaningful ways.Ever since 1781 and those first occult theories of ancient
Egyptian origins, the Major Arcana has become more and more structured, more and more a
coherent story. Names have changed, pictures have become transformed, and symbols added,
all to bring about that deep and subtle story.Eden Gray called it “the Fool’s Journey,” and the
name has stuck ever since. The Fool represents the soul, who travels from birth through life’s
various challenges, to death and even beyond, to spiritual enlightenment. The wonderful thing
about this grand tale is that at every stage we can adapt it to valuable messages for our own
lives, right now. This is what we do in readings: take these deeply symbolic pictures and apply
them to a specific issue or situation. At the same time, those larger meanings don’t go away.
Thus, in a reading, say, about a problem with your sister-in-law, the cards will subtly connect you
to important teachings even if you don’t quite realize it. This is part of what makes Tarot special—
what makes it Tarot. Since the card descriptions can become complex, I have begun with
keywords and ended with suggested divinatory and reversed meanings.How, then, can we
understand this tale of the Fool on his journey? Because twenty-one “chapters” can seem
cumbersome, we usually divide the cards into groups. For example, we might think of cards 1
through 10 as the first half of the story, 11 through 20 as the second half, with the World card,
21, as the climax. This allows us to make some interesting comparisons between the first and
second halves:12345678910Fool (0)World (21)11121314151617181920Or we can look at 1
through 10 as the first half, 12 through 21 as the second, with the balanced scales of Justice as
the pivotal moment between the two parts:Fool (0)12345678910Justice
(11)12131415161718192021For myself, I have found it valuable—and simpler—to divide the



Major Arcana into the Fool plus three lines of seven.Fool
(0)123456789101112131415161718192021Three and seven are not arbitrary numbers. Images
of three are found over and over in the world’s mythologies and religious teachings. There is the
Christian trinity of Father-Son-Holy Spirit, the Hindu trimurti of Creator-Preserver-Destroyer, and
the European Triple Goddess of Maiden-Mother-Crone, connected to the phases of the moon
but also to the three Fates who determine our lives. In modern philosophy we find the idea of
thesis-antithesis-synthesis. To my way of thinking, all these come from one of the most basic
facts of our existence: that we each combine the genes of a mother and a father, so father-
mother-child is the original trinity.And seven? Remember that of those ten astrological “planets,”
seven could be seen with the naked eye. This is, in fact, why we have seven days in the week,
each one “ruled” by a planetary energy. We also find seven colors in the rainbow, seven primary
chakras (energy centers) in the human body, and seven notes in the musical scale (do, re, mi, fa,
so, la, ti, and then starting over again with do).In America, people used to be considered adults
only when they reached the age of twenty-one, the same number as the cards in the Major
Arcana.Three lines of seven. Three stages of the Fool’s Journey. We could describe the first as
the outer challenges of life—growing up, dealing with parents and society, learning to love,
creating a successful life. This stage culminates in the strong-willed, confident Chariot. Part two
of the story takes the Fool through a profound transformation, beginning with the gentleness of
Strength and the mysterious light of the Hermit, and ending with the Death of everything that
once seemed so important in order for the Fool—for us—to discover what I call our true “angelic”
selves in card 14, Temperance.The Fool has come so far, even died and been reborn, and yet
seven more cards remain—a whole other level. Here the Fool becomes a true mythic hero, for
while these final cards may seem very complicated, they actually tell a very simple tale, what I
call the Liberation of Light. Darkness in the Devil (card 15), then a flash of lightning in the Tower
(card 16), followed by the ever-increasing light of Star, Moon, and Sun (cards 17, 18, and 19),
until at last we come to the glory of Judgement and the perfection of the World.What wondrous
tales! As well as the three horizontal rows—1 through 7, 8 through 14, and 15 through 21—we
can look at seven vertical rows; for example, 1, 8, and 15 (Magician, Strength, and Devil) or 7,
14, and 21 (Chariot, Temperance, and World). A Tarotist named Caitlín Matthews referred to
these as “triads,” and we shall look at some of them as we make our way through the cards.And,
finally, what does all this have to do with readings? Isn’t that why most people turn to the cards—
why we first became interested? All this talk of mythic journeys may be exciting, but will it help us
figure out how to find our soul mate? Well, yes. One thing it will do is help us understand just
what a “soul mate” might mean and where this idea comes from. More generally, the best
meanings for the cards derive from their symbolic truths. Too often in the past, people who’ve
gone deeply into the Tarot’s wisdom considered the practice of readings irrelevant or even
insulting. As result, their lists of divinatory meanings may simply repeat old formulas, without any
connection to the actual pictures. This can make the meanings trivial and hard to use in
readings. For my own descriptions I have tried to let the meanings grow naturally out of the



cards’ images, stories, and spiritual wonders—that, and my own forty-plus years as a Tarot
reader.keywords:freedom, risk, young in spirit, immatureOne of the most famous figures in the
Tarot, he stands or dances on what seems to be the edge of a cliff. Will he step off? And if he
does, will he fall or will the folds of his bright tunic catch the wind and let him soar? He himself
appears unconcerned as he tilts his head up to the light. A little dog—white for purity, like the
white sun above his head—capers beside him, as carefree and joyous as its master. Some say
the dog is his animal instinct warning him of danger—what do you think?The essence of this
card lies not in the picture but in its number, 0. The shape of an egg, out of which a new life will
emerge, zero signifies freedom, unattachment, the chance to do something new—maybe to let
go of the past and start over. Even more, the idea of nothing, no-thing, reminds us that we are
not all the labels and judgments other people put on us, or even the ones we put on ourselves.
We cannot be pinned down, limited, dismissed. Remember in school when you learned that if
you divide any number by zero, the answer is always infinity? Take any situation that limits or
blocks you, including your own beliefs about yourself, then bring in the Fool, and suddenly there
are limitless—infinite—possibilities.Many people see the Fool as the “hero” of the Tarot, the
figure who travels through all the other cards until he becomes transformed in the World. The
wreath around the woman in the World is shaped like a zero/egg. The two cards, 0 and 21, the
beginning and the end, are the only cards where we see someone dancing. Except for the
people falling from the Tower, all the others stand or sit. Eden Gray, remember, called the Tarot
“the Fool’s Journey,” a phrase many have echoed ever since. Some eighty years earlier, A. E.
Waite, designer of the card, wrote that “he is a prince of the other world on his travels through
this one.”Notice the bag he carries on a stick over his shoulder, like an old-time hobo. Some say
it contains his life experiences, others his memories of past lives. Either way, he bears them
lightly and does not mistake them for his true self, which, after all, is nothing. In his hat he wears
a scarlet feather, symbol of passionate freedom. We will see the same feather in the hair of the
Sun child.We’d all like to be the Fool—sometimes. Act spontaneously, without doubt or fear. Not
care what anyone thinks of us. Not worry about what happens next. But would you want to act so
freely all the time? What about jobs, relationships, family? As with every card, there are times
when the Fool is exactly what we need and others when planning or caution is necessary. The
position in the reading, and the other cards, can help us understand how to interpret it.divinatory
meanings:Freedom, spontaneity, recklessness. Acting on instinct rather than plans or thought.
All things are possible. Taking a chance on love or new ideas. Setting out.reversed:Caution,
maturity, anxiety. Need for planning before an action. Sometimes overly cautious. Can be losing
touch with your instincts.a reading forThe Fool123456
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gypsygirl, “Just right. I don't know how I missed this book in all the years since it's been out. I
have most of Rachel Pollack's other books, and I've heard her speak at a Tarot event, but
somehow this little gem fell under my radar, and it really deserves more attention. I came across
it as I was considering a book to use with a Tarot course I'm teaching, and fell in love with this
book right away.Though she is light years beyond me in every other way, Rachel Pollack and I
have one thing in common: we were both introduced to Tarot through the works of Eden Gray. In
"The New Tarot Handbook," Ms. Pollack emulates Eden Gray's style, with a black and white
image of the card and a pithy description which somehow manages to convey whole worlds in a
short card description. However, Ms. Pollack takes it a step further by unpacking some of the
esoteric meanings in a way that is easily understood yet brief. She also provides, for each of the
Major Arcana, a sample spread to help you get to know that card better. With the Minor Arcana,
she gives the elemental combination (e.g. Queen of Wands is Water of Fire) which I feel adds to
the meaning beyond the single element associated with the suit. In just a few pages per card,
she conveys traditional meanings, explains symbols, and provides esoteric background, while at
the same time inviting the reader to come to their own conclusions as to what the card
represents to them.It's a perfect book for a beginner, but also for experienced Tarot readers
wanting a refresher, though Ms. Pollack always manages to include little-known information not
found elsewhere. I have many Tarot books, including the iconic two-volume "Seventy-Eight
Degrees of Wisdom," and yet this is the one I will turn to most. It has just the right information
without being either too overwhelming or too brief. This book is a joy to read!”

J. DiNola, “crucial, deeply rewarding reading for any enthusiast. What a wonderful book! It was
such a joy and pleasure to read, and I know I will refer to it again and again.I've been using tarot
cards for about 15 years now—but I've mostly stuck with the Vertigo Tarot, which came along
with a tremendous explanatory book by tarot scholar Rachel Pollack. I've always loved that deck!
And for years I felt like those were the only cards that really "spoke" to me. But it only recently
occurred to me that perhaps much of my enjoyment of that particular deck is derived from the
insights contained in the accompanying book itself...?So when Amazon recommended THIS
book to me, also by Pollack, I recognized her name and quickly purchased it—twice!, once in
paperback and once as an eBook. (I prefer to leaf through books when I need information
quickly, but I *always* have my tablet with me, so...!)I'd hoped this book would do for my
understanding of the archetypal Rider Waite what Ms Pollack's book on the Vertigo Tarot did for
me, but I was really unprepared for how *moved* I would be by this book. Having carefully
studied each image in the Rider Waite deck as I read along with Pollack's text, I can now safely
say I've never "read" tarot cards in my life. I've *used* them—but I don't think I was really
*reading* them.Far from being a "little white book"—that's tarot-enthusiast lingo for those little
pamphlets that come with tarot decks, little brochures to help you quickly interpret the cards—



Ms Pollack's gentle prose is romantic, contemplative, and wise, turning each card into a
rumination on art, truth, and beauty. (In fact, the book strangely reminded me of 'Bird by Bird' by
Anne Lamott—another one of my favorites!) This book helped me to see—REALLY see—the
movement and emotion contained in cards I had at one time considered stiff, static, and
stilted.Here's the funny thing: I've never in my life owned or worked with an actual classic Rider
Waite deck! (Instead, to read this book, I followed along using an iPhone app to study each of
Colman Smith's original illustrations. And I read the book on a separate tablet! The future has
arrived!)Having read the eBook from eCover to eCover, and feeling like the scales had at last
been lifted from my eyes, I was newly excited to "read" myself using a Rider Waite-styled "clone"
deck that I've had for years and years. I'd previously *enjoyed* that deck, certainly, but I'd also
always thought of it as oddly staid and disconnected. This time, however, the meanings of each
card seemed very, very different, and so much more attuned to my own complicated feelings
and circumstances. I was gobsmacked: It is one thing to enjoy a book and its insights as you
read it, and quite another to implement the book and have it so fundamentally change the way
you relate to everything—the cards, the world, yourself, everything.As I "read" myself—
frequently referring to Pollack's volume for interpretive guidance—I realized that the cards I had
set out were on-the-nose and very uniquely *mine*, and I also felt self-actualized enough to be
able to interpret my own story that had come together on the table before me. It was the
*longest* a self-reading has ever taken me, and it was so rewarding. I ultimately came away from
my first-ever "real" Rider Waite reading feeling powerful and ambitious, like my future is my own
to shape.I've talked a lot about how philosophic this book is, but I don't think it's necessarily
intended to be taken that way. Rather, it is a practical and utilitarian guide, a quick reference aid
(albeit one that delves deeper than the aformentioned "little white book"). It is sure to bring
greater fulfillment and insights than whatever tiny brochure came packed-in with your own Rider
Waite-style decks, definitely!But for me, this nimble little book also established that interpreting
tarot is a radically *creative* performative act. The prose is representative of all the things tarot
itself ought to be: positive, uplifting, life-affirming. It is indispensable reading for anyone who
seeks to use tarot as a source of joyful inspiration.Here's one more funny factoid: I'm actually still
waiting for my paperback copy to arrive in the mail. THAT'S how much good I've already gotten
out of my digital copy of this little book! It's just tremendous; thank you, Ms Pollack.”

Tony Bittner, “The New Tarot Handbook. I purchased this book as an introduction to Tarot
reading. I like how it's organised and the simple language used to explain each card of the major
and minor arcana. It contains easy spreads as well. I added labels to facilitate flicking through it.”

Sine, “Great background detail. Exactly what I wanted. Great background detail.”

LittleElfin, “A good companion book. I really like this book - the information is spot on and the lay
out is good. An excellent book”



Michael Young, “Five Stars. very interesting book”

Tom, “Five Stars. A****”

The book by Rachel Pollack has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 338 people have provided feedback.
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